BEERS ON TAP
SESSION
PRINZ*

BEERS ON TAP
HOPS
APOCALYPSE

SAMPLER #4

GERMAN-STYLE PILS / IBU 37 / ABV 5%

IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%

A perfectly harmonious expression of beer's four main ingredients: malt, hops,
water, and yeast. None overtakes the others, but they're all ready to party! - 6

This west Coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good it
is, but we'd rather you just give it a run for yourself. Apocalypse Now. -5

TRAIL BEER*

JOE

Our first taste of the newest Fall can release - Fresh pine, ripe lemons, and
prominent undertones of papaya and pineapple pervade this hoppy patio
pounder, leaning on just enough malt backbone to
truly make this a session beer. -6

This IPA was formally known as SAM named after its hops: Simcoe, Amarillo
& Mosaic; but we were told this would be a trademark issue with a large craft
brewery out of the northeast, so we had to change it. We cycled through a
bunch of generic names; Bob, Tom, Dick, until we finally arrived on the perfect
name for this IPA... JOE. -6

SAMPLER #5
SESSION IPA / IBU 60 / ABV 4.8%

SAMPLER #1

TOPEKA SUNRISE*

AMERICAN WHEAT/ IBU 15/ ABV 4.7%

As rich in color as the rising sun, this humble wheat beer draws you in
deeper with each sip. Pillowy wheat malt and subtle hop notes of orange and
pineapple will transport you from the plains to the playa in a flash. -6

PUT ME IN KOLSCH*

SAMPLER #2

GERMAN KOLSCH/ IBU 25 / ABV 5.2%

We released this beer on opening day baseball. We think it is the perfect beer
to have before, during and after the game. Well, to be honest, it is a perfect
beer for any time. Always ready to be called into your starting lineup, this
Kolsch is a crowd pleaser. -6

ABUELITA*

GUAVA CREAM ALE / IBU 15/ ABV 5.3%

To commemorate 10 Barrel's ten-year anniversary, we reached deep into our
memory bank for this beer. Inspired by the classic Cuban pastry, this guava
cream ale is refreshing yet comforting - a simple taste of home. - 6

DARK
DFD STATION 3*

SAMPLER #7

SMOKED AMERICAN PORTER / IBU 40 / ABV 6.1%

This lightly smoked Porter is dedicated to the great crew at Station 3, with
whom we've forged a special bond over these last few months. Try this with
our Pastrami sandwich, or just by itself. -6

S1NIST0R

BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7%

This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don't be fooled by
the name, this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with hints of chocolate and
coffee. S1nistor has an "ask for it by name" cult following. -6

GBD BROWN*

SAMPLER #9

BROWN ALE / IBU 35 / ABV 6.1%

Brewed with Chinook and Cascade hops, this beer is for all of you malt lovers.
The beer is summed up by GBD, Golden Brown Delicious. --6

BIGGIE SMALLS*

DRY AMERICAN STOUT / IBU 30 / ABV 4.6%

Low in ABV but big in flavor, this dry stout hypnotizes the palate with prominent
flavors and aromas of dark cocoa and espresso. -6

NITRO
STICKY ICKY*

NITRO COCONUT BLONDE ALE/ IBU 20 / ABV 5.2%

Same beer as the one above... but on Nitro.-6

SHIMMY SHIMMY YAA!*

NITRO CREAM ALE / IBU 15 / ABV 5.2%

The only way to make this cream ale even creamier is by serving it on nitro.
Light-bodied and refreshing with classic malt-driven notes of fresh corn and
barley - 6

SEASONAL
OUT OF OFFICE

HOPPY PILSNER / IBU 28 / ABV 5.6%

We brewed an awesome Pilsner, then dry-hopped it with Citra hops. The
aroma is amazing, the beer is refreshing and ready for adventure! -6

IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.9%

RINO PALE*

SAMPLER #10

AMERICAN PALE ALE / IBU 35 / ABV 5.6%

A classic American Pale with bright hop notes of pine, grapefruit, and
watermelon. We love and appreciate our neighbords, and this beer is our best
way to show you just how much! - 6

SECRET SAUCE #1.5*

SAMPLER #3

AMERICAN IPA / IBU 57/ ABV 6.7%

A re-brew of Kay's very first 10 Barrel beer. It's the same beer as last time...
just better. Bold hop notes of pineapple, mango, ruby red grapefruit and a hint
of passionfruit. You be the judge! - 6

SCALE BREAKER

DOUBLE IPA / IBU 85/ ABV 8.8%

Built to deliver a dump truck of flavor but at the same time leaving you wanting
more. The scales were tipped using copious amounts of Mosaic and Sorachi
Ace hops. The cococut-tropical with mandarin hop note is paired with a sweet
caramel malt compliment. Have your cake and eat it too!
SERVED IN A SNIFTER - 7

DEVIL'S PIE*

DOUBLE IPA / IBU 90+ / ABV 8.9%

Looking for a beer that is alluring, intense and sinful? Grab a slice of this hop
bomb and indulge. Flavors and aromas of passionfruit, fresh mango and
sauvignon blanc grapes define this treat. SERVED IN A SNIFTER - 7

WILD CARD
AWD

BELGIAN DARK STRONG / IBU 30 / ABV 10%

This beer was brewed by Whitney Burnside in Portland Oregon during a freak
spring snowstorm. She hopped in her All Wheel Drive vehicle and made this
beer. Full of deep complex notes of sherry, caramel, cherry, and fig with subtle
flavors of chocolate in the finish. (SERVED IN A SNIFTER) -6

STICKY ICKY*

COCONUT BLONDE ALE/ IBU 20 / ABV 5.2%

This tropical Blonde is infused with toasted/ untoasted coconut, giving it a
luscious yet light mouth-feel.-6

FOOL'S GOLD*

BELGIAN GOLDEN STRONG / IBU 34 / ABV 10.4%

Golden and sparkly, this Belgian beauty will build your enchantment sip by sip.
Aromas of burnt sugar and warm bread give way to flavors of pear, vanilla
custard, and lightly toasted graham cracker. Don't be fooled, this beer is real!
SERVED IN A SNIFTER -7

B(L)OCK PARTIE*

SAMPLER #6

HELLES BOCK / IBU 30 / ABV 6.9%

In lager-land, Bock signifies strength. All of which is derived from the finest
German malts. Golden amber in hue, this beer impresses with malt-driven notes
of light toffee, freshly baked bread and hazelnuts. -6

LALA LAND*

SAMPLER #8

HONEY LAVENDER SAISON / IBU 11 / ABV 6%

Dreamier than Ryan Gosling, this saison is infused with Colorado clover honey
and lavender, lending it a luscious and creamy mouthfeel with a dry, citrusy
finish. -6

* Brewed by Kay Witkiewicz right here in Denver, CO.

THE OTHER OPTIONS
10 SERIES SAMPLER
10 beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all staff picks of what we drink after
work. A variety of beers brewed on-site and at our other pubs. Reference the
Sampler #'s on the inside of the menu. - 13

5 SERIES SAMPLER
Your chance to try any 5 beers that pique your interest. Choose wisely! Ask our
staff for help - 8

INTERESTED IN HOSTING AN EVENT?
Please email MARK.STEWART@10BARREL.COM for details and availability.

CHARITY OF THE MONTH

Come join us on Tuesday, July 25th, 5-9pm in support of this month's local
charity. You can contribute all month long by purchasing one of our 'Do Good,
Drink Beer' shirts for $20. This month's charity is...

DENVER URBAN GARDENS
Denver Urban Gardens comes alongside residents, and together, they cultivate
gardeners, grow food and nourish community. DUG offers neighborhoods
the essential resources for community gardens, including ongoing technical
expertise. D.U.G. currently operate over 165 community gardens throughout
Metro Denver, including more than 40 school-based community gardens.

FOLLOW 10 BARREL

BEER
LIST

BEER TO GO
22OZ BOTTLES:

6-PACKS:

GROWLERS:

FIFTY/FIFTY GROWLERS:

Sinistor - 6
Rose Bois - 22
Spiral Staircase - 22
16 Barrels-16
Alton Oud Bruin-16

64oz Glass- Empty - 8
Glass Full - 15
32oz Glass-Empty - 5
Glass Full - 10

Apocalypse IPA - 10
JOE IPA - 10
Pub Beer -9
Cucumber Crush - 12

Fifty/Fifty 64oz -w/ Fill - 45
Fifty/Fifty 32oz w/ Fill - 30

REFILLS: 64OZ - 10 / 32OZ - 7
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